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Multiple removal:
Geometry effects in 3D surface 
multiple prediction
New approach to adaptive 
subtraction robust under

• phase rotations

• misalignments

Motivation



Surface multiple 
elimination

Multiple prediction: 
data convolution along surface

P(z0)P0(z0)
m np



Offshore Scotland example
Common offset (500 m) with multiples



Predicted multiples (no adaptation)

Offshore Scotland example



Predicted multiples (no adaptation)

Offshore Scotland example



Predicted multiples (no adaptation)

Offshore Scotland example



Common offset (500 m) with multiples

Offshore Scotland example



Common offset (500 m) after 2D SRME

Offshore Scotland example



Common offset (500 m) after 2D SRME

Offshore Scotland example



Common offset (500 m) after 2D SRME

Offshore Scotland example



Least-squares subtraction

Predicted multiples output dataInput data with multiples

− a(t)∗                               =

Adaptive subtraction based on minimum 
energy in the output



Matched filter:

p=1 enhances sparseness
residue is the denoised data
risk of over fitting

Adaptive subtraction
denoised!"#$

n̂ : min
!

= ! d#$!"
noisy data

"
matched filter!"#$

!
t# m#$!"

pred. noise

!p

Guitton& 
Verschuur’04

May loose primary reflection events ...



Multi-gather subtraction
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Multi-gather subtraction
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Least-squares subtraction

• Can be effective in many situations

• Relatively fast and easy to apply

• But …. minimum energy assumption is 
not always valid

• Danger of distorting the primaries due to 
overfitting

•  Explore other subtraction domains that 



sparse & local
relatively insensitive to

• phase rotations

• misalignments
almost diagonalize Covariance operator 
of multiples & primaries

Other domains

We know that wavelets are unconditional bases ....



Unconditional bases

signal + coherent noise

noise

signal + coherent & 
incoherent noise



Unconditional bases

‘wrongly’ predicted
noise

‘wrongly’ noisy predicted
noise



Unconditional bases

noise-free subtraction noisy subtraction



Unconditional bases

noise-free adaptive 
subtraction

noisy adaptive
subtraction



Represent piece-wise smooth 
functions at “no” additional cost.
Do not have to know where the 
singularities are.
Are unconditional basis.
Only good for point-scatterers or 
horizon/vertically-aligned reflectors.
Lack directional selectivity.
Do NOT work well with waves.

Wavelets



Curvelet domain

decomposition

any 2D data panel

• Almost orthogonal decomposition into multiscale basis 
functions with local frequency and local dip properties

• Natural basis for wave equations
• Consist of plane wavelets invariant under convolution



Curvelet domain
• Curvelet transform developed by Candes 

and Donoho (2002)

• Geophysical applications:

• Multiple & ground-roll suppression

• New imaging algorithms

• 4D data matching

• Curvelets sense local dip and local 
frequency content and can discriminate 
on these properties



• Nonseparable

•  Local in 2-D space

• Local in 2-D Fourier

• Anisotropic

• Multiscale

• Almost orthogonal

• Tight frame

Why curvelets
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localized in just a few coefficients. This can be
quantified. Simply put, there is no basis in which
coefficients of an object with an arbitrary singu-
larity curve would decay faster than in a curvelet
frame. This rate of decay is much faster than that
of any other known system, including wavelets.
Improved coefficient decay gives optimally sparse
representations that are interesting in image-
processing applications, where sparsity allows for
better image reconstructions or coding algorithms.

Beyond Scale-Space?
A beautiful thing about mathematical transforms
is that they may be applied to a wide variety of prob-
lems as long as they have a useful architecture. The
Fourier transform, for example, is much more than
a convenient tool for studying the heat equation
(which motivated its development) and, by exten-
sion, constant-coefficient partial differential equa-
tions. The Fourier transform indeed suggests a
fundamentally new way of organizing information
as a superposition of frequency contributions, a
concept which is now part of our standard reper-
toire. In a different direction, we mentioned before
that wavelets have flourished because of their 
ability to describe transient features more accu-
rately than classical expansions. Underlying this
phenomenon is a significant mathematical archi-
tecture that proposes to decompose an object 
into a sum of contributions at different scales and
locations. This organization principle, sometimes
referred to as scale-space, has proved to be very
fruitful—at least as measured by the profound 
influence it bears on contemporary science.

Curvelets also exhibit an interesting architecture
that sets them apart from classical multiscale rep-
resentations. Curvelets partition the frequency
plane into dyadic coronae and (unlike wavelets) 
subpartition those into angular wedges which 
again display the parabolic aspect ratio. Hence,
the curvelet transform refines the scale-space view-
point by adding an extra element, orientation, and
operates by measuring information about an 
object at specified scales and locations but only
along specified orientations. The specialist will rec-
ognize the connection with ideas from microlocal
analysis. The joint localization in both space and
frequency allows us to think about curvelets as 
living inside “Heisenberg boxes” in phase-space,
while the scale/location/orientation discretization
suggests an associated tiling (or sampling) of
phase-space with those boxes. Because of this 
organization, curvelets can do things that other sys-
tems cannot do. For example, they accurately model
the geometry of wave propagation and, more gen-
erally, the action of large classes of differential
equations: on the one hand they have enough 
frequency localization so that they approximately
behave like waves, but on the other hand they have

enough spatial localization so that the flow will 
essentially preserve their shape.

Research in computational harmonic analysis 
involves the development of (1) innovative and
fundamental mathematical tools, (2) fast compu-
tational algorithms, and (3) their deployment in 
various scientific applications. This article essen-
tially focused on the mathematical aspects of the
curvelet transform. Equally important is the sig-
nificance of these ideas for practical applications.

Multiscale Geometric Analysis?
Curvelets are new multiscale ideas for data repre-
sentation, analysis, and synthesis which, from a
broader viewpoint, suggest a new form of multiscale
analysis combining ideas of geometry and multi-
scale analysis. Of course, curvelets are by no means
the only instances of this vision which perceives
those promising links between geometry and mul-
tiscale thinking. There is an emerging community
of mathematicians and scientists committed to 
the development of this field. In January 2003, for 
example, the Institute for Pure and Applied Mathe-
matics at UCLA, newly funded by the National Science
Foundation, held the first international workshop
on this topic. The title of this conference: Multiscale
Geometric Analysis.
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Some curvelets at different scales.



Why curveletsDirectional wavelets

W j = {!, 2
j≤ |!|≤ 2 j+1, |"−"J|≤ #·2# j/2$}

W j = {!, 2
j≤ |!|≤ 2 j+1, |"−"J|≤ #·2# j/2$}

Stein ‘93 
Candes ‘02

second dyadic partitioning



Why curvelets
!
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Dot products

Candes ‘02



Curvelet ‘Multiples’
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’Multiple’ curvelet 

• Almost diagonalize Green’s functions (Candes & Demanet ‘04)
• Natural basis for wave equations
• Invariant under convolution, i.e. ‘multiple multiple’ = curvelet-like



Surface multiple 
elimination

Multiple prediction: 
data convolution along surface

P(z0)P0(z0)
m np



Use as alternative to matched adapt. sub.

to denoise

with a simple mute with λ control parameter 

What do we do?

m̂ = B†ΘλΓ (Bd) with Γ = |Bn|

noisy data︷︸︸︷
d = m︸︷︷︸

noise-free

+
col. noise︷︸︸︷

n

p

λ = 3↔ 90% confidence interval



Extend to colored noise:

Solve

with

Non-linear adaptive 
subtraction

m̂ : minm
1
2
!C−1/2

n (d"m) !2
2

Cn ! E{nnT }

noisy data︷︸︸︷
d = m︸︷︷︸

noise-free

+
col. noise︷︸︸︷

n



Recast in Curvelet domain:

Use unconditional-basis property:

‘Challenge’ to find the Γ’s

Non-linear adaptive 
subtraction

ˆ̃m : min
m̃

1
2
!C!1/2

ñ

!
d̃" m̃

"
!2
2 + λ2!m̃!p

Cñ ! E{ññT } ! diag (diag (Cñ)) ! Γ2



Solve

can be written as

Non-linear adaptive 
subtraction

ˆ̃m : min
m̃

1
2
‖Γ!1

!
d̃− m̃

"
‖2
2 + !2‖m̃‖p

m̂ = B†!!!

!
!!1Bd

"
= B†!!!

#
d̃
$

.

No matched filter required!



Hard thresholding for p=0:

Soft thresholding for p=1:

Non-linear estimation

!s
!

!
d̃
"

!
#

sign(d̃)(|d̃|! !)+ if |d̃| > !

0 if |d̃| " !

!h
!

!
d̃
"

!
#

d̃ if |d̃| > !

0 if |d̃| ! !



Multiple suppression with 
curvelets

Input data with multiples

Apply mute filter
Filtered input data

Inv. curvelet 
transform

Curvelet 
transform

Curvelet coeff. pred. multiples

Curvelet coeff. data

Bd

Curvelet coeff. primaries

!|Bnp|

!!! (Bd)

!

Threshold



Multiple suppression with 
curvelets

Input data
 with multiples

Filtered input data

Inv. curvelet 
transform

Curvelet 
transform

Curvelet coeff. pred. multiples

Curvelet coeff. data

Bd

Curvelet coeff. primaries

!|Bnp|

!!! (Bd)

!

Threshold

predicted multiples



Subtraction with L2 norm

Input 
with 

multiples



Subtraction with L2 norm

predicted 
multiples



Subtraction with L2 norm

Input 
with 

multiples



Subtraction with L2 norm

Output 
SRME

L2 
subtraction



Subtraction with L2 norm

Output 
SRME

 multi-L2 
subtraction



Multiple suppression with 
curvelets

Output 
curvelet
filtering



Multiple suppression with 
curvelets

Output 
curvelet
filtering 

with
stronger 
threshold



Multiple suppression with 
curvelets

Output 
curvelet
filtering 

with
stronger 
threshold

Preserved 
primaries



Subtraction with L2 norm

Input 
with 

multiples



Noise prediction
Used 3D SRME to predict noise
Can use other noise predictions (e.g. Radon)
We do NOT subtract rather mute

put to zero or preserve coherent features
less sensitive to errors

Impose additional (sparseness) norms
Preserve the edges & primaries!



Formulate constrained optimization:

with

and with       threshold and noise-
dependent tolerance on curvelet coeff.

Global optimization

m̂ : min
m

J(m) s.t. |m̃! ˆ̃m0|µ " eµ, #µ

eµ

m̂0 = B†!!!
!
d̃
"



Set tolerances

with      defining the confidence interval, 
e.g            corresponds to 95 %.

Global optimization

λ
λ= 3

eµ =

!
!µ if | ˆ̃m0|µ ! |!!|µ
!!µ if | ˆ̃m0|µ < |!!|µ



1-D example
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1-D example
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Least-squares adaptive subtraction



1-D example
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Curvelet adaptive subtraction with optimization
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Conclusions

For 3D SRME the acquisition geometry 
determines the prediction quality and possibilities
New domains extend the adaptive subtraction 
toolbox and hence the quality of the end result
Non-linear Curvelet thresholding adds robustness
Finding a norm that enhances the wave-front set 
is an open problem
Estimating the seismic wavelet should be feasible
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